
Disability Arts Online (DAO) is an arts organisation and registered charity led by disabled people. We 
occupy a unique global position with our UK-based website, social media network, commissioning and 
artist development programmes, partnership work, and vibrant community of disabled creatives.  
 
The DAO team is a friendly group of expert individuals who work together to take action for social justice, countering 
the ‘tragedy model’ that society is so deeply invested in. We exist to serve artists and arts audiences and, in doing 
so, to enable social change. Disability Arts Online has a rich, 18-year history of challenging dominant narratives, 
championing the development of disability arts and breaking down barriers to arts engagement from a disability-led 
position. We recognise disability is an intersectional experience. We loudly and proudly nurture an equitable 
community space for everyone.  

 
As a digital destination, in 2019/20 Disability Arts Online welcomed over 100k 
visitors, garnering 262k page views. DAO’s Facebook group is full of fascinating 
and diverse dialogue with artists, writers and disabled audience-members which 
now has 6.3k members. DAO currently has 4.4k followers on Facebook, 16.2k 
followers on Twitter, 3.6k followers on Instagram and 2.4k people are subscribed 
to the weekly newsletter. All of Disability Arts Online’s social media channels are 
highly engaged. Our core audience is unique, in that it is made up of disabled 
artists and professionals working in the arts, as well as disabled audience 
members. 
 
As well as filling Disability Arts Online with great content, we also help the arts 
and cultural sector to improve their work with disabled artists and audiences. 
The way we work with each partner is developed around their needs. We are 
currently working with: 
 
• British Council to support their Disability Arts International website. 
• Unlimited an arts commissioning programme administered by Shape and Artsadmin - profiling their artists by pitching content to a wide range 

of platforms e.g. Artshub, The Stage, a-n, ArtsProfessional and Theatre Times amongst others. 
• Disability and Community: Dis/engagement, Dis/enfranchisement, Dis/parity and Dissent: (D4D) - a four-year AHRC funded, Connected 

Communities programme research project investigating disability and ‘community’. 
• Access All Areas to develop accessible leadership development opportunities for learning disabled and autistic leaders.  
 
Disability Arts Online has an increasingly international focus. Partly spurred by the work we do for Disability Arts International, but also through 
separate relationships, particularly in English-speaking countries including Australia, Canada, the US and Ireland. We recently embarked on an 
ongoing relationship with The Korea Disability Arts and Culture Centre, I-EUM, providing content for the new website, which they are having 
translated into Korean.  



 
 
 

Disability Arts Online publishes the UK’s (if not the world’s) leading digital magazine dedicated 
solely to arts and culture from a disability perspective. The magazine has an average monthly 
readership of about 10,000. It gives disabled artists, performers, filmmakers and writers a place 
to talk about accessing the arts and to critique the development of artistic practice. The magazine 
commissions at least 4 pieces of high-quality editorial about Disability Arts every week, including 
in-depth interviews, opinion pieces, reviews and news items. It positions disabled artists and 
writers as thought leaders and is a vital resource for the wider arts sector. By chronicling disabled 
artists and work over the last 18 years, it also acts as an archive for the Disability Arts 
Movement. 
 
What our audience say about the magazine: 
 
 
 
 
  

“It's an amazing, unique 
platform that supports 

artists, writers and disabled 
creatives in a way that no 

other space does.” 

“I love this 
publication. It feels 

very much as though 
it is personally 

relevant to me and 
my field of work.” 

“It’s a great way of finding out 
about what's happening in 

disability arts. I really value the 
work DAO does because it is 

trying hard to challenge 
perceptions of disability and the 

arts. It is pushing to make a 
difference when it comes to how 

we view disability and the arts 
sector which is so important.” 

“Your magazine content is engaging, 
insightful, and a pleasure to read. It is great to 
see so many art forms represented and topics 

addressed without reservation.” 

“DAO is absolutely essential – to the 
disability arts movement and the 

disabled people’s movement, as well 
as to individual disabled people and 
allies. Where else can you find such 
comprehensive, up to date coverage 
of the cutting edge of disability arts?” 

Magazine 
 

https://disabilityarts.online/magazine/
https://disabilityarts.online/opinion/interview/
https://disabilityarts.online/opinion/opinion/
https://disabilityarts.online/opinion/review/
https://disabilityarts.online/magazine/news/


 
 
 
 

Disability Arts Online produces The Disability...And Podcast in partnership with 
Graeae Theatre Company. Disability...And is a monthly podcast which gets right to the 
heart of some of the most pressing issues in arts, culture and beyond with a series of 
bold, provocative and insightful interviews with disabled artists, key industry figures 
and the odd legend. Each episode is themed around a particular topic and its relation 
to disability such as aesthetics, representation, race, activism, LGTQIA+ issues and 
curation. Guests have included TV writer Jack Thorne, actor Mat Fraser, performer 
Jess Thom, choreographer Claire Cunningham, Baroness Tanni Grey-Thompson and 
many more.  
 
 
 
 
  

Podcast 

https://disabilityarts.online/projects/the-disability-and-podcast/
https://disabilityarts.online/magazine/opinion/podcast-ep-4-disability-and-aesthetics-with-claire-cunningham/
https://share.transistor.fm/s/1c9668e0
https://disabilityarts.online/magazine/opinion/podcast-ep-13-disability-and-race-with-alexandrina-hemsley-and-deborah-williams/
https://disabilityarts.online/magazine/opinion/podcast-ep-6-disability-andactivism-with-dennis-queen/
https://disabilityarts.online/magazine/opinion/podcast-ep-12-disability-and-working-class-lgbtqia-perspectives/
https://disabilityarts.online/magazine/opinion/podcast-ep-8-disability-and-curation-with-aidan-moesby-and-jennifer-gilbert/
https://disabilityarts.online/magazine/opinion/podcast-ep-18-disability-and-tv-with-jack-thorne/
https://share.transistor.fm/s/1c9668e0
https://disabilityarts.online/magazine/opinion/podcast-ep-5-disability-and-change-with-jess-thom-aka-touretteshero/
https://disabilityarts.online/magazine/opinion/podcast-ep-5-disability-and-change-with-jess-thom-aka-touretteshero/
https://disabilityarts.online/magazine/opinion/podcast-ep-4-disability-and-aesthetics-with-claire-cunningham/
https://disabilityarts.online/magazine/opinion/podcast-ep-7-disability-and-politics-with-baroness-grey-thompson-and-mandy-colleran/


 
Disability Arts International is a website and newsletter owned by the British Council which acts as a platform for disabled artists and inclusive 
companies working at an international level and which shares best practice around policy and access with arts professionals from around the 
world.  
 
Disability Arts Online has had an operational alliance with the British Council since 2016 to help deliver Disability Arts International. This includes 
commissioning all of the content, overseeing the day-to-day administration of the website, compiling the newsletter and promoting the platform to 
audiences. Disability Arts Online also oversaw a complete redesign of the website in 2019 making it a more accessible, modern and engaging 
platform. The newsletter subscribers have been built from nothing to over 2,100 subscribers at the time if writing. Disability Arts International is 
read by 40,000 people per year in 170 countries. 

https://www.disabilityartsinternational.org/


 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Disability Arts Online also helps in both an advisory and 
delivery capacity on Europe Beyond Access, an 
international collaboration between seven of Europe’s 
foremost arts organisations, led by the British Council. 
Disability Arts Online’s expertise is relied upon for technical 
aspects of the website, advice on digital content creation 
and for the creation of the digital exchange platform hosted 
on Facebook. Disability Arts Online also manages the 
database of disabled artists and companies involved in the 
project, including the production of profile films of selected 
artists. The public database profiles international tour-ready 
work. Europe Beyond Access is reportedly Europe’s largest 
current project focussed on Arts and Disability and is 
breaking down barriers for disabled artists in the 
mainstream performing arts sector across Europe. 
 

 
  
  “Disability Arts Online have brought not only their expertise, knowledge and 

network to the partnership but also their excellent delivery skills. They continue 
to balance attention to detail and meeting of targets and schedules with taking 

the time for genuine exchange, nuanced conversation, and generosity with their 
knowledge and deep understanding of the UK disability arts scene.”  

 
Ben Evans, Head of Arts & Disability, EU Region at British Council 

 

https://www.disabilityartsinternational.org/europe-beyond-access/


 
 
 
 

Disability Arts Online assists professional development through commissioning, training, showcasing, networking and giving a platform to 
disabled artists and writers through supporting and encouraging blogging.  
 
Ongoing activity in our talent development programme includes one-to-one support sessions for UK-based disabled artists covering a range of 
topics from project development and budgeting to writing about your work and the history of disability arts.  
 
We also support three Associate Artists on a rolling-basis, working more intensively with 
them to develop their profiles as thought-leaders, enabling progression in the sector, and 
supporting artistic projects. We enjoyed great success with previous associate, Aidan 
Moesby, who now joins this proposed project as lead artist. His main achievements during 
the associateship were curating a three-month long group exhibition of work by disabled 
artists, chairing three industry-facing panel events focussed on curating and several articles 
that led to national and international opportunities.  
 
Since instigating the idea in 2017, the Guest Editorship programme has become a calendar 
highlight. Every six months we employ a disabled guest editor to commission a month of content on the website. Through the selection process 
we are able to diversify the range of voices controlling and being featured on DAO. The value of this was demonstrated in our Arts Council 
Assessor’s feedback on Alexandrina Hemsley’s guest editorship in 2019:   

 

 

 

  

“The various editorials and articles are of the utmost importance as they 
highlight real issues that artists deal with, whether they are diagnosed 

with visible or invisible conditions or whether they have lived with visible 
or invisible disabilities. It opens the door for other artists to come 

forward and share experiences through their artistry, which can be both 
beneficial and increase their experience of trauma. 

 
Equally important are the various commissioned editorials which deal 

with for example art works on institutionalised racism and Karen Doyle’s 
article on political activism and art. Poignant pieces of writing with good 

examples and rich images which makes for a thought provoking and 
raising awareness experience.” 

Talent Development 

“The associateship came at the right time for 
me and has been truly transformative. I am in 

such a different position now, having secured a 
curatorial residency at MIMA and a funded PhD 

in curation, living a future I didn’t think was 
possible.” Aidan Moesby 



 
 
 
 

Since becoming an Arts Council National Portfolio 
Organisation in 2018, we have delivered a rich and varied 
events programme, both venue-based and online. Having 
experimented with several broadcasts and livestreaming prior 
to 2020, the pandemic saw us shift to entirely online delivery 
of events. This was a fast-paced developmental process, with 
artist and audience access being a central driver in delivering 
affordable, high quality, engaging content.  
 
Our well-received ‘COVID Commissions’ supported 30 artists 
with paid work in a time of crisis. As part of this, we delivered 
a series of Artist Presentations, combining pre-recorded 
content with live Q&As. Our most recent presentation with 
Rachel Gadsden had a particular international focus, 
attracting audiences from East Asia and Australia. Partnership 
panel discussions with Autograph, MIMA and Glitter and 
Guilds have been popular too, with particularly high 
engagement. In all we have delivered 15 events since April 
2020.  

 
 
Feedback from the DIS_Connect event delivered in partnership with Autograph in May 2020 
included:  
 
 
 

  

I thought the 
quality of the 

discussion was 
excellent.  

 

“I really enjoyed the event and 
the themes that were 

discussed. Especially the 
positive messages that were 

spoken around how lockdown 
is highlighting certain things 

about accessibility and 
disabled people's 

experiences.” 
 

“Genuinely 
impressed, I 

found it really 
insightful and 
refreshing.” 

 

“Very timely, creative 
and intelligent debate.” 

 

Events 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QgNs1kI7cgE&list=PL--0IB4VFhERFLGCB2PEsoX7FklVFOmE4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQm3YQYhOKM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IgU8tHn3KTA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmoW1ECii24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nmoW1ECii24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UQYADWm_lLs


 
 
 
 
 

Over the next finanical year Disability Arts Online will continue to deliver its main activities covering the broad areas of critical appreciation and 
talent development. We intend to do this through our core work and complementary projects.   
 
Core work:  

• Delivery of consistent high quality digital content including two guest editorships, podcasts and a regular series of events and broadcasts 

• DAO Associate Artist Programme  

• Artist development featuring one-to-one support sessions, hosting blogs and networking artists across the sector 

• Sector development, supporting arts and cultural organisations, museums and libraries to increase access for disabled artists and 
audiences 

 
Projects: 
Lead - Completion of our partnership project with Access All Areas Theatre Company.  
 
Onyx - A black-and-disabled-led collective of artists making work and making waves across the sector (currently seeking funding). The Onyx 
Pilot Project will deliver a vital package of timely and relevant support and work for ethnically diverse disabled artists and freelancers. This grows 
out of Disability Arts Online’s COVID-19 response and urgent anti-racism activity. 

STRAND 1: Onyx, a collective of artists who share the lived experience of disability and racism, will be nurtured and resourced to create new 
work that results in a publication, lead on selection/commissioning, instigate its own programmes, be a critical friend to DAO and critique the 
wider sector.  

STRAND 2: We will employ ethnically diverse mentors to make our one-to-one artist development sessions more relevant and safer to a diverse 
range of artists. This will add capacity to deliver additional sessions over and above our existing NPO offer. 

STRAND 3: Accessible artist presentations will act to energise the sector with creative, reflective, informative and critical digital content. 

D4D - Completion of the research project and delivery of the proejct website.  
 
Attenborough Arts Centre and DAO Co-commissions 
 
Trillingual online platform 
Partnering on the creation of a new platform that showcases and discusses disability arts in Spanish, Portuguese and English, extending content 
and dialogue across language and geographical barriers. This project is led by 17 Instituto based in Mexico City (currently seeking funding). 

2021-22 Plans 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

www.disabilityarts.online 
 
 

Registered charity no. 1180274 
 

DAO (Disability Arts Online) Limited – a company registered in England and Wales no 05788574 
 

c/o Lighthouse, 28 Kensington Street, Brighton, BN1 4AJ 
 

Partnership enquiries: 
 

Trish Wheatley, CEO 
trish@disabilityarts.online 

 
Colin Hambrook, Editor 

colin@disabilityarts.online 
 

Joe Turnbull, Assistant Editor 
joe@disabilityarts.online 

http://www.disabilityarts.online/
mailto:trish@disabilityarts.online
mailto:colin@disabilityarts.online
mailto:joe@disabilityarts.online

